Abstract-Based on complex network theory, the simulation method for analog circuit fault propagation behavior and its internal mechanism is proposed and the modeling approach for fault propagation networks is described. Taken the international standards circuit under test as an example, the network degree, clustering coefficient, average path length and other statistical parameters in the model are calculated. The small-world and scale-free properties of the analog circuit fault propagation network are verified. Therefore, efficient diagnosis information can be obtained from the constructed the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even since 70"s in last century, the fault diagnosis of analog circuit have been a hot research issue in the field of circuit system, and obtained many achievements in theory and method [1] - [6] , but with the increase of analog circuit scale, complication and integration, there are three difficulties in the diagnosis and test task. One is the lack of a simple fault model, another is available diagnosis information insufficiency, and the third one is low robustness in fault identification and location. In this paper, we focus on the facts as follows. One hand, a tiny fault signal would be propagated, diffused, accumulated and amplified along with the topology of analog circuits, seriously affect the reliability and security of the circuits, and badly interfere with the fault location result; on the other hand, this abnormal signal is a significant information source of fault diagnosis. So, it is a key point in our research that how to effectively utilize the fault propagation property to mine deep diagnosis knowledge, complete the fault-tracing, and further more, propose some references for optimal design of analog circuit. Compared to the previous modeling and analysis of analog circuit with complex networks, this paper"s difference lies in the fact that its study does not focus on the network abstraction of the circuit physical topology, but places extra emphasis on the analysis and research on the network model endowed with statistical probability weight and fuzzy pattern division of the characteristics and behavior of the circuit such as fault propagation, which depends on the circuit structure and topology. From the view of fault diagnosis, obviously, our study is of not only greatly theoretical value to reveal the statistical properties of analog circuit fault feature space, but also important practical significance on deep fault diagnosis information mining. In this paper, various simulation methods and software have been used. By using the methods such as semi-quantitative analysis, it can effectively resolve the analog circuit components tolerance. In the simulation software, automated information exchange between circuit simulation and numerical calculation software makes it possible to carry on the co-simulation and statistical analysis of fault propagation behavior automatically and non-manualintervention in analog fault diagnosis simulation before test.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the simulation frame and steps and the modeling method of fault propagation behavior along with analog circuits structure in detail. Together with a case study, a series of characteristics and parameters are obtained, the optimum proposal of accessible nodes is proposed and the fault propagation paths are acquired from the proposed model in Section III.
II. FAULT PROPAGATION NETWORK MODELING

A. Overview
Based on complex network theory and data acquisition technology [7] - [16] , by using co-simulation technology with Orcad, Matlab and Pajek, an analog circuit simulation model is established so as to acquire the potential information for performing fault propagation analysis. The block diagram in general on construction steps of the proposed fault propagation network model can be shown as Fig. 1 , and divided into 3 parts (Orcad, Matlab and Pajek). 
B. Fault Feature Simulation
According to severity, the fault in analog circuit can be divided into hard fault and soft fault. Hard fault had mutations in element parameters, which mainly includes open-circuit fault and short-circuit fault. Soft fault shows an element parameters deviation with time and environment to an unallowable extent. In analog circuit, element parameters maybe change continuously on [0,+), and different parameters-variable have different degree of impact on circuit response. By using Orcad"s powerful description ability for circuit behavior characteristics, the fault propagation behavior could be simulated with two functions of Orcad parameter sweep and AC analysis. Hard fault only accounts for a small part (two extreme points) on the element variation range; as a result, it would be regarded as a special case of soft fault in the simulation process. By the simulation with node voltage as test parameters, we can obtain many groups of frequency -response curve cluster under the simulated fault states. The curves are plotted with response amplitude as ordinate against test frequency as abscissa. The waveform data will be save and convert to Matlab data files, such as *.mat. Through the Orcad and Matlab data communication interface program compiled by ourselves, we could further process and utilize the fault feature sample data.
C. Creation of Node
In this paper, the node set of the proposed fault propagation model is defined as :
, in which A is the fault pattern set according to the matching degree, and B is a Numerical constraints set of A, namely the information control points set u according to each fault pattern. For an analog circuit with n fault element and m fault node, if single fault is considered only, the element number of E is given by
And if multi-fault is taken into account, the one is (2) in which i is multiplicity of fault, 2   i n and i n C is combinatorial operations.
D. Creation of Arc
After the sample points fuzzy partition of fault data, the simulation data is fallen under different pattern. For the convenience of numerical treatment, the matrix ] [
hj h Q Q  is defined which describe the sample data distribution characteristics in each pattern. The h is label of pattern, j is label of sample data, and 
The matrix R establishes the directed and weighted path of different circuit node which includes information in two aspects: Fault propagation direction ) ( l k D  and the weighted value of path kl R which describes the information distribution estimation of fault sample data and could be update through improving the statistical data. Thus the arc set of the proposed fault propagation model can be defined as
Till then we construct the analog circuit fault propagation network model, which can be described by
III. ANALYSIS TOGETHER WITH A CASE STUDY
Taken an international standards circuit under test shown as Fig. 2 
With Pspice program, each element parameter and state variation can be simulated through AC Analysis and Parameter Sweep. Each circuit node frequency response under normal condition can be obtained as Fig. 3 . And Fig. 4 is Node 4 frequency response under R9 fault.
According to the modeling steps, the fault propagation model with complex network and its parameter can be shown as Table I .
From Table I , we can find out that the circuit fault propagation model has big clustering coefficient and small average path length, and it can be considered that the model has small-world property, which has promoting effect on the fault propagation and spread. The model"s degree distribution presents scale free feature which indicates the fault propagation information concentrates on a few network nodes. The node which has relatively large degree, especially out-degree, is corresponding to more propagation paths. So we could obtain optimal fault test node set from shortest path analysis which could guarantee accuracy of fault identification. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed modeling and simulation method for analog circuit propagation behavior in this paper is an explorative and active study on the solution of information insufficiency in the analog circuit fault diagnosis and low robustness in fault identification and location. At last but not the least, together with a case study, the model proved to be efficient in providing the deep diagnosis knowledge. The method, which combines complex network with graph theory, can effectively solve resolution problem between soft-fault and tolerance and also he coupling relationship between fault patterns is not limited to linear case. Furthermore, from the parameter of the model, we can obtain the inherent mechanism of fault propagation in analog circuits including small world and scare-free properties, acquire same reference information for optimal selection of test points and reliability design. She works as a professor at the college of electrical and information engineering in Hunan University. Her fields of interest are in test and diagnosis of analog circuits, fault diagnosis of power system, intelligent information processing.
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